Mandatory Homework and Recitation

Homework

Homework is on the web site. Use your web browser, i.e., Explorer; to reach http://www.masteringphysics.com

Your textbook is included in your student access kit in which you have your unique ID for the Web.

Class ID for online homework is - MPSOJKA0022

Your class ID is the last 4 digits of your A-number, for exams. Use the last 4 digits of your A-number.

READ the INSTRUCTIONS in the access kit.

Did you read them?
Do not come to the instructor with a dumb question; protect yourself—Read it.

First time user: Follow the registering instructions for the class procedure. Go to our weekly assignments. The first assignment is mandatory to introduce you to the web system; this is not graded.

Late homework is accepted but at a reduced percentage; see web site.

Recitation

The recitation session is on Thursday each week.

The Teaching Assistant will review the “Exam-like True/False and Multiple Choice” as well as any questions from the students about homework, etc. If “damage control” for a concept or a problem carried over from the lectures needs to be done the TA will carry this out during recitation time.

Exam Like-True/False and Multiple Choice

1. The mid-term exams are made of True/False and Multiple Choice questions.
2. The T/F and MC questions on exams are answered on a scantron form that will be provided to you.
3. The lecture outline supplied on CANVAS also contains a selection of Exam-Like True/False and Multiple Choice questions.
4. These are reviewed by the Teaching Assistant in the recitation period.